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Alabama, and westward to Texas. (See fig. 14.) East of the
Apalachicola River it deposited the Hawthorn formation;
west of it, successively the Chipola and the Shoal River for-
mations in Florida and the Hattiesburg clay in Mississippi and
Louisiana. Much of the Hawthorn has since been eroded from
the region of the Ocala Uplift, leaving isolated patches in
Pasco, Hernando, Marion, Alachua, and Gilchrist Counties.
The band of outcrop of the Alum Bluff group extends from
Okaloosa County eastward to Columbia County, thence
southeastward to Marion County, but it is broken by overlaps
of the Citronelle and other formations to Manatee County,
from which it extends into Sarasota County. There are also a
few exposures near Peace Creek in Polk and Hardee Counties.

Stratigraphic relations-The Alum Bluff group comprises
the deposits made by an expanding sea. At the end of Tampa
time the shore line advanced inland beyond the shores of the
Tampa sea and deposited the Hawthorn formation uncon-
formably on the old land surface; but in the area covered by
the Tampa sea the Hawthorn and the Chipola formations
probably lie conformably on the Tampai limestone. The
Hawthorn (in the peninsula) and the Chipola (in western
Florida) represent different lithologic facies of contempo-
raneous deposits, but the Hawthorn may include also the
equivalent of the Shoal River formation or part of it. The
Chipola and the overlying Shoal River are probably conform-
able. The Oak Grove sand member at the bottom of the Shoal
River formation apparently is merely a local highly fossili-
ferous development of a faunal zone that elsewhere is more
sparingly fossiliferous. At the end of Alum Bluff time the
sea withdrew, and the younger deposits that overlie the group
are unconformable with it.

Vernon (1942, p. 75), who has studied the Alum Bluff
group in Holmes and Washington Counties, regards the
Chipola and the Shoal River as contemporaneous ecological
facies. There is some justification for this belief, but it seems
more probable that the two form a chronological sequence
and that the Chipola is represented by unfossiliferous sand
and clay west of its typical development, where it presumably
merges into the Hattiesburg clay.

The Alum Bluff group apparently lies conformably on the


